
 
 
Statement of Reasons 
 
New Raised Junction Table - Claremont Road, Gloucester 
 
Proposals 
This proposal is to install a new raised junction table on Claremont Road at its junction with 
London Road to enhance the existing pedestrian routes in the area and improve their safety. 
  
Reasons 
As part of the Government’s response to Covid19 and to encourage alternative sustainable modes 
of transport the Council is proposing to introduce a long planned for dedicated cycle route between 
Northgate in the centre of Gloucester along London Road and Cheltenham Road to the University 
of Gloucester campus at Oxstalls. It will involve the introduction of  2 metre wide cycle lanes on 
either side of London Road and Cheltenham Road. They will be mandatory and will be in 
operation 24 hours a day. 
 
The scheme will present a massive improvement for both pedestrians and cyclists in terms of both 
safety and convenience. This first part of the scheme is being introduced under the Government 
proposals in response to Covid19 to provide alternative and healthier options to cars for local 
travel, especially when there is limited capacity on buses. 
 
The proposed raised table will upgrade the pedestrian facilities and improve the safety of 
pedestrians crossing Claremont Road. The safety of pedestrians will be improved by encouraging 
the drivers to reduce further the vehicular speed when crossing over the raised table. The new 
levels will also provide a milder gradient for the crossing users and it will be especially beneficial 
for the disabled people moving along London Road. 
As the proposed raised table is conveniently located on the “Give Way” line on the junction of 
Claremont Road/ London Road, it is not expected to affect travel times. 
 
Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 
Thorough consideration was given to the factors set out in Section 122 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984. 
 

Highways Act 1980 
The specific grounds which the County Council are using for the implementation of the junction 
table are contained in Section 90A of The Highways Act 1980 - Construction of road humps by 
highway authority: 
 
(1) A highway authority may construct road humps in a highway maintainable at the public 
expense for which they are the highway authority if— 
 
(a) the highway is subject to a statutory speed limit for motor vehicles of 30 miles per hour or less;  
 
Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 
All of the associated signing will be in accordance with Traffic Signs Regulations and General 
Directions 2016. 
 
Equality Act 2010 
Thorough consideration was given to the equalities duty of the County Council under Section 149 
of the Equality Act 2010. 
 


